Walking through a ‘phoenix landscape’: hiker surveys reveal nuanced perceptions of wildfire effects
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Abstract. Public opinion of wildfire is often perceived to be negative and in support of fire suppression, even though research suggests public opinions have become more positive over the past few decades. However, most prior work on this topic has focused on homeowners in forested regions. In this study, we shift the lens to hikers in a chaparral- and oak-savannah-dominated landscape that burned at high severity in 2015. We surveyed hikers before and after their hike about their familiarity and perceptions of local fire, and wildfire in the nation at large. We found hikers were familiar with topics such as prescribed fire and basic fire ecology, but knew little about local ecology or fire regimes. Post-hike perceptions of fire and feelings about wildfire in the USA were complex and heterogeneous, not predominantly negative. Contrary to frequent media descriptions of post-fire landscapes as ‘devastated’ or ‘moonscapes,’ many participants described the burned landscape with awe and admiration. These results suggest that residents of fire-prone landscapes may benefit from programming that emphasises benefits and challenges of fire in the local landscape and incorporates visits to local burned sites throughout the recovery period.
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Introduction

The histories of humans and fire are tightly intertwined; for most of human history, people have been setting fires and learning to live in fire-prone landscapes (Bowman et al. 2009). In the 21st century, climate change and development at the wildland–urban interface (WUI), combined with past land management, have made fire management an ever more difficult problem to solve (Westerling and Bryant 2008; Liu et al. 2010; North et al. 2015). The recent increase in social science literature related to wildfire (McCaffrey and Olsen 2012; Paveglio et al. 2015; Dupé and Smith 2018; Meldrum et al. 2018) reflects a growing understanding that the disconnect between fire science and fire management is a social problem (Moritz et al. 2014) and that addressing wildfire-related challenges requires integration across the natural and social sciences (Smith et al. 2016).

Much of the research into the social problem of fire management has centred on human perceptions of wildfire and fire management practices. Though public support was low in the past, acceptance of fire as part of natural landscapes and support for modern fire management practices such as prescribed fire is in fact the majority opinion in many fire-prone systems (Muleady-Mecham et al. 2004; Absher et al. 2010; Toman et al. 2011; Moskwa et al. 2016; Meldrum et al. 2018). Yet the story is incomplete: in a 2018 review of perceptions and behaviours related to wildfire in forests, Dupé and Smith found that half of the papers reviewed focused on homeowners or residents, with only 9% focused on the general public and 3% on recreationalists. Most literature in this field is also limited to forested ecosystems. In contrast, we know little about public perceptions in non-forested systems such as the shrublands, woodlands, and grasslands that surround many of California’s most populated regions and where many of the most destructive fires burn. Mediterranean shrublands, in particular, have a different fire history and different management needs than forest systems (e.g. prescribed fire is thought to be ineffective or damaging to chaparral) (Keeley 2005; Keeley and Syphard 2019). The few studies of fire perceptions in these vegetation types touch only generally on fire risk and hazard reduction (Gardner and Cortner 1985). In light of these gaps, the first aim of this study was to use a case study in a Northern California recreation site dominated by shrubland and woodland to learn what visitors to the site knew and perceived about fire ecology, management and fire’s effects on local landscapes.

The secondary focus of this study was how in-person interaction with local burned landscapes affects perceptions of fire’s effects. Direct engagement with a recently burned landscape can have strong effects on perceptions of fire, but there has been limited research in this area. Hands-on, interactive field trips and workshops have been found to be effective means of wildfire education (Parkinson et al. 2003; Smith and McMurray 2004) and participation in post-fire recovery programs has been shown to help citizens recover and connect with the landscape (Ryan and Hamin 2006). The few studies that have looked at the effects of field trips or site visits on perceptions of fire, fire management and post-fire landscape recovery in forested systems have indicated that these types of interactions can have positive effects on acceptance of prescribed fire (Toman et al. 2004; McCaffrey et al. 2008).
The questions we explored in this study were:

1. How familiar are visitors to a locally popular California hiking trail with wildfire-related topics and how do they perceive wildfire and fire’s effects on the landscape?
2. Do perceptions of wildfire and fire effects differ before and after spending time in a recently burned landscape? If so, in what ways do perceptions change?

Methods

Study site

Our study site was a hiking trail primarily contained within a University of California-run natural reserve, Stebbins Cold Canyon Reserve (‘Stebbins’), in Winters, CA. The reserve is located in the Northern California Coast range, ~60 kilometres from Sacramento and 100 kilometres from the San Francisco Bay Area. Stebbins is open to the public full time and includes a popular hiking trail that received up to 60 000 hikers annually before the wildfire in 2015 and reduced numbers in the post-fire years, with roughly 25 000 visitors in 2015, 35 000 in 2016, and 45 000 in 2017 (J. Clary, pers. comm., 7 November 2017). The reserve attracts a diverse range of visitors from a region that includes the nearby cities of Sacramento, Davis, Vacaville, Napa and Fairfield, as well as from the north-eastern parts of the San Francisco Bay Area. Hikers have a wide range of backgrounds, ages and hiking abilities, as the trail is one of the few publicly accessible trails in the region. The main hiking trail is ~8 kilometres long, with a mostly flat section that runs along a creek through a canyon and a steep climb up to a ridgetop with views of nearby Lake Berryessa. Habitats on the trail include riparian woodland, oak woodland and chaparral (Greene and Huntzinger 2004).

Stebbins burned in the Wragg Fire, which was sparked by a vehicle along a road bordering the reserve on 22 July 2015. The fire burned 8051 acres, 47% at high severity, before full containment on 5 August 2015 (California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection 2015; USDA Forest Service 2017). The fire destroyed or damaged seven structures (one residence and six outbuildings (Johnson 2015)), but there were no reported injuries or fatalities (California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection 2015). The entirety of the main loop trail at Stebbins is within the fire perimeter, though one section follows the edge of the fire. After the fire, the reserve was closed to the public until 15 May 2016 for restoration and safety reasons.

This study was designed to take advantage of the wildfire event as a case study for hiker perceptions of fire effects on northern Californian shrublands and woodlands. As a rare university research reserve that is fully open to the public, research focused on hikers at Stebbins benefits from support of the university reserve system while attracting diverse participants from outside the university. In addition, this hiking trail largely attracts people who live in the region rather than tourists, allowing for consideration of local perceptions of a local fire without limiting the sample to homeowners.

Survey methods

Surveying took place in two modes: in-person near the trailhead and through a survey box attached to informational signage next to the start of the trail. In-person surveying took place over two Saturdays in May 2016, with the first day occurring when the reserve was formally re-opened to the public following the post-fire closure. Researchers stationed near the beginning of the trail asked passing hikers to take a brief pre-hike survey as they began their hike and a post-hike survey as they exited. Hikers who completed a pre-hike survey only were sent a post-hike survey within a few days by email if they provided an email address on their pre-hike survey. Participants were instructed to leave a name or nickname with which to match before and after surveys, though some participants did not do so. Approximately 70–75% of hikers who walked by agreed to take the survey (99 people total) and 68 (69%) of those who took a pre-hike survey in person also took a post-hike survey that could be matched, either in person or via email. A total of 28 post-hike surveys were completed via email. Participants who declined on their way in or who were already hiking when the survey began were allowed to take a post-hike survey only. A total of 85 unmatched post-hike surveys came from this group and from those who took the pre-hike survey but did not leave a name for matching.

After June 2016, participants could take the survey using a survey drop box set up at the trailhead. Information about the survey and instructions were posted on a colourful sign next to the box, along with pencils and the two parts of the survey, differentiated by colored paper. The survey box remained up until July 2017, which was 2 years after the fire, and was then removed. During this time, 305 people filled out the pre-hike survey, with 100 (36%) also filling out a post-hike survey that could be matched. An additional 120 people completed the post-hike survey only or completed two unmatchable surveys using the drop box.

In addition to hiker surveys, surveys were also distributed to two guided walk groups from UC Davis in October 2016 and a group that participated in a ‘BioBlitz’ citizen science activity in April 2017. These groups spent time hiking in the same reserve and trails as hikers, for similar amounts of time. They received the same surveys as the hikers, with the pre-hike surveys distributed before and post-hike surveys after the activity. For the guided walk groups, the total numbers of surveys were 47 before and 50 after, with 38 matchable. For the Bioblitz participants, there were 14 before surveys, 13 after and 11 that were matchable.

We tested whether group (hiker, guided walk or Bioblitz) or subgroup (hiker in-person vs survey drop box, class trip vs club trip) influenced survey results using ordinal regressions (Christensen 2015) with group and subgroup as predictors. We found that group and subgroup were not significant predictors of perceptions or change in perceptions, with the exception of perceptions of fire effects on plants. Surveys from in-person hikers had more negative perceptions for plants than the drop box group ($\beta$ coefficient = −0.65, $P < 0.05$). In light of the lack of strong differences among groups, we chose to combine all these groups into a single hiker group in all results reported below. These bring the total of pre-hike surveys to 465, the total post-hike surveys to 436 and the total of matched surveys to 217.

For analysis of questions in the pre-hike survey or post-hike survey only, we used all the available data, regardless of whether participants had taken both surveys. Though we encouraged participants to take both parts of the survey, we chose to allow
participants to take only one and include results from these larger groups to get a better representation of familiarity with wildfire topics for hikers at Stebbins and a broader range of post-hike responses. For the perceptions questions that appeared on both surveys for the purpose of comparing responses before and after the hike, we used only the matched surveys. As a result, there are in effect three different (but overlapping) sample groups in this analysis (all the people who took a pre-hike survey, all who took a post-hike survey and those who took both).

The study was given exempt status by the Internal Review Board of the University of California, Davis.

Survey contents

The survey (see Supplementary Material) was an original, two-part survey designed so that participants could complete it in 5–10 minutes at the trailhead before and after a hike. The pre-hike survey focused on experiences and background familiarity related to Stebbins and wildfire and asked participants to predict how the Wragg Fire may have affected the reserve. For experiences, participants were asked about the last time they had visited the reserve and whether they had experienced wildfire near their homes, fire education programs or prior visits to burned areas. For background familiarity, participants were asked to rate their own familiarity with several wildfire- and fire management-related topics, including fire suppression, defensible space, fire behaviour, prescribed or planned fire, fire history of California (‘California fire regimes’ in some early surveys), plant or animal responses to fire, chaparral/shrubland ecology and fire use for resource benefit. Each was measured on a 5-point Likert-type scale with 1 = ‘No knowledge’ and 5 = ‘I could teach a class about this’. For perceptions, participants were asked how they thought the fire affected plants, animals, soil and water, and the hiking experience on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 = ‘very negative’ to 5 = ‘very positive’.

The post-hike survey repeated the questions about how the fire had affected different aspects of the environment and the perception of wildfire in the USA, but also asked participants whether they had thought about or discussed the fire during their hike and to rate their overall experience (‘very negative’ to ‘very positive’). There were also three open-ended questions on the post-hike survey. The first asked them to describe the environment they had observed in their own words; 81% of participants did so. The other two open-ended questions were marked as ‘optional’ and encouraged participants to comment on their wildfire ratings and their overall experience: 59% and 57% of participants, respectively, chose to provide a textual answer to these questions.

Analysis

Survey data were entered into Microsoft Excel and converted from checkboxes or marks on a textual scale (e.g. ‘very negative’ to ‘very positive’) to numerical representations (0 or 1 for checkboxes, 1–5 for ratings). Each survey respondent was given a participant ID; names and contact information were stored separately. Surveys were included even if some questions were left blank. Missing answers were distributed across the different questions, likely due to accidentally skipping questions, though familiarity questions (mostly the front page of the survey) had higher response rates than perceptions questions (back page). Missing answers were entered as NA and not included in analysis relevant to that question (pairwise deletion). Total responses (n) used for each question can be found in Table 1 and Table 2. Data were analysed and visualised using R version 3.4.0 (R Core Team 2017).

Quantitative data were visualised using the Likert package (Bryer and Speerschneider 2016) and ggplot2 (Wickham 2016). Summary statistics were calculated for each question using the fBasics package (Wuertz et al. 2017). All pre-hike surveys were used in analyses of pre-hike survey questions, including familiarity and pre-hike perceptions. Likewise, all post-hike surveys were used to assess post-hike questions, including post-hike perceptions and general experience questions.

To assess the effect of hiking in the reserve on perceptions of wildfire effects and fire in the USA, we used only the ‘matched’ dataset, from participants who completed pre-hike and post-hike surveys. Comparisons of before and after hike data were analysed using both a Student’s t-test and Mann–Whitney U-tests. The results were generally consistent regardless of the statistical test, so we report results from the t-test only. Because sample means are of limited use for this dataset (e.g. a mean of 0 could come from a mix of strongly positive and negative changes), we also calculated the mean absolute value change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>s.d</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire suppression</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>−1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defensible space</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>−1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire behaviour</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>−0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescribed fire</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>−0.36</td>
<td>−0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire history of CA</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>−0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA fire regimes</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>−0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant and animal responses</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>−0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaparral/shrubland ecology</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>−1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire use for resource benefit</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>−1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-hike perceptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>−0.30</td>
<td>−0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>−0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil and water</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>−0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiking experience</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>−0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildfire in the USA</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>−0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>s.d</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-hike perceptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>−0.29</td>
<td>−0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>−0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil and water</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>−0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiking experience</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>−0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildfire in the USA</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
<td>−0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for each question and generated descriptive statistics for these values. Missing data were not excluded. Finally, we generated transition matrices that show the proportion of participants selecting each response before the hike that selected each response after the hike (e.g. the proportion of those who picked ‘very negative’ before the hike who switched to ‘somewhat negative’ after the hike).

Qualitative data came from the three open-ended questions on the post-hike survey (see Supplementary Material). We used all post-hike surveys in the analysis of qualitative data. For each question, we used open coding to identify common themes in the text, as well as themes expected based on previous research. Most themes were identified in advance as concepts we expected to see (e.g. positive effects of fire, devastation and destruction, fire suppression) or were looking for (e.g. chaparral-specific fire ecology, climate change), based our experience in studying and discussing wildfire with the public. A few themes emerged from reading the responses (e.g. qualms); when this occurred, all surveys were reassessed for the presence of these new themes. A theme was only marked once per respondent for each question, regardless of its length or how much space was given to that theme. Every survey was coded by the same two researchers. In the case of disagreement, a single coder (Weill) had authority to decide whether a response fitted a particular theme.

Results

Prior experiences with wildfire and fire education

For participants who filled out the pre-hike survey, 58% were first-time visitors to the reserve, meaning that they had never seen the reserve before the fire. Among the returning visitors, 22% had already visited the reserve after it had burned but before taking the survey (some of whom indicated a visit during the time that the reserve was closed to the public). The remaining 33% who answered the question had visited before the fire (3% skipped the question).

For pre-hike survey participants, the most common experience was a prior visit to a burned area, with 57% having this experience. Similar portions of participants had participated in a fire safety education program (16%) or a fire ecology education program (17%). Responses about the two types of fire education were correlated: roughly half of the group with fire safety education also had fire ecology education (54%) and vice versa (53%). Only 12% of participants said they had been evacuated because of wildfire or had experienced a fire near their homes. Participants who had experienced a fire near their homes were more likely to have participated in fire safety education (43%), fire ecology education (39%) or a prior visit to a burned area (80%) than the group as a whole.

Familiarity with wildfire topics

Participants were asked to rate their own familiarity with several wildfire-related topics by selecting the most appropriate measure from five statements: 1 = ‘No knowledge’, 2 = ‘I’ve heard of it, but don’t know much about it’, 3 = ‘I think I could tell you what it is’, 4 = ‘I could tell you about it in some depth’, and 5 = ‘I could teach a class about this’ (Fig. 1). Summary statistics for familiarity topics (Table 1) show that participants covered the full range of possible responses and that the mean rating was between 2 (‘I’ve heard of it.’) and 3 (‘I think I could tell you what it is.’). Participants were most familiar with prescribed fire, with 70% of hikers able to say...
what prescribed fire was (‘I think I could tell you what it is’) or rating their knowledge at higher familiarity level. A majority of participants also said they could describe plant and animal responses to fire (57%), fire suppression (56%), and fire use for resource benefit (53%), though these majorities were smaller than for prescribed fire (Fig. 1). Smaller proportions of participants said they could describe California fire regimes (35%), California fire history (46%), chaparral ecology (47%), defensible space (46%) and fire behaviour (47%) (Fig. 1). Many of the topics had roughly half of the participants able to identify the topic; however, much smaller percentages were able to describe the concepts in depth. Many more participants could describe California fire history than California fire regimes; the numbers who could explain the topics in depth were similar (15% and 17% respectively) (Fig. 1).

Pre-hike perceptions of fire effects and wildfire in the USA
In pre-hike surveys, perceptions of fire effects were mixed, with a mean negative rating (< 3 on a 5-point Likert scale where 1 = ‘Very negative’, 2 = ‘Somewhat negative’, 3 = ‘Neutral or mixed’, 4 = ‘Somewhat positive’ and 5 = ‘Very positive’) for all topics except plants (Table 1). Participants identified that fire had neutral or mixed effects on plants (M = 3.14 and s.d. = 1.08), but perceptions were more negative for animals (M = 2.55, s.d. = 0.99), hiking experience (M = 2.54, s.d. = 1.01) and soil and water (M = 2.89, s.d. = 1.09) (Table 1). For wildfire in the USA, perceptions were mostly negative or neutral/mixed (M = 2.89 on a 1–5 Likert scale centred at 3, s.d. = 1.03) (Table 1).

Post-hike perceptions of fire effects and wildfire in the USA
In post-hike surveys, mean responses were negative to mixed (< neutral/mixed value of 3) for animals (M = 2.69, s.d. = 0.99) and soil and water (M = 2.89, s.d. = 1.04), but more positive for plants (M = 3.17, s.d. = 1.12) and hiking experience (M = 3.10, s.d. = 1.05) (Table 2). Hikers rated wildfire in the USA as neutral/mixed or positive (M = 3.07, s.d. = 1.03) following the hike (Table 2).

Influence of hiking on perceptions of fire effects and fire in the USA
Within the group of hikers that completed both a pre-hike and post-hike survey that could be matched, mean ratings of fire effects and wildfire in the USA were higher in the post-hike responses for every topic (M = 2.63 vs 2.74 for animals, M = 2.93 vs 3.02 for soil and water, M = 2.54 vs 3.10 for hiking experience, and M = 3.01 vs 3.14 for wildfire in the USA) except for plants (M = 3.27 pre-hike vs 3.24 post-hike for plants) (Figs 2, 3, Table 3). However, only the difference between ratings of fire effects on hiking experience were significant (M = 2.54 before vs 3.10 after, P < 0.001). Because a small difference in means could result from large negative changes cancelling out large positive changes, we also looked at the mean absolute value of rating changes. For every topic, the mean absolute value change was considerably larger than the overall mean change (Table 3).

We used transition matrices (Figs 4, 5) to look more closely at how participants changed their perception scores after hiking in the reserve, revealing patterns that were not apparent from
Fig. 3. Perceptions of wildfire in the USA before and after hiking in the recently burned Stebbins Reserve for matched before/after surveys, with percentages rating effects as either negative (left), neutral or mixed (centre) or positive (right). Note: due to rounding, numbers may not total to exactly 100%.

Table 3. Summary statistics for the calculated difference between post-hike and pre-hike perceptions and absolute value of this difference, for individuals in the ‘matched’ dataset only (n = 217)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>s.d.</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difference between post-hike and pre-hike perceptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>[−3.3]</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>[−2.4]</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil and water</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>[−4.3]</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiking experience</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>[−1.4]</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildfire in the USA</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>[−2.2]</td>
<td>−0.15</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute value difference between post-hike and pre-hike perceptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>[0,3]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>[0,4]</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil and water</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>[0,3]</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiking experience</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>[0,4]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildfire in the USA</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>[0,2]</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>−0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Proportion of matched hikers in each pre-hike perception category switching to another category post-hike, or staying the same, for fire effects at Stebbins Reserve. Note: due to rounding, numbers may not total to exactly 100%.
group means. For example, for fire effects on plants topics, the majority of participants (57%) that gave very negative ratings before the hike increased their rating. Of those who gave somewhat negative ratings pre-hike, 47% increased their ratings and only 19% reduced their ratings (Fig. 4). The other topics followed similar patterns. Though most pre- to post-survey results show a modest change in attitudes, larger shifts were prevalent among respondents who began with either ‘very negative’ or ‘very positive’ attitudes towards fire effects; these respondents fairly often (14–38%) shifted two levels to ‘neutral/mixed’ (Fig. 4).

A majority of participants (62%) who began the hike with very negative perceptions of fire in the USA increased their rating following the hike (Fig. 5). Those rating wildfire in the USA as neutral or mixed before the hike were most likely to keep that opinion after the hike, but nearly three-fold more people in this category increased their rating (32%) than decreased it (11%). Hikers who came in with a somewhat or very positive perception of fire before the hike were more likely to keep that perception than to increase or decrease it.

**Overall experience**

In total, 66% of participants rated their overall experience at the reserve as very positive, 22% as somewhat positive and 6% as neutral or mixed, leaving only 6% of participants rating their overall experience as negative.

**Qualitative results**

Perceptions of fire effects were also reflected in the qualitative data, here reported from all post-hike surveys. For the question asking participants to describe the environment at the reserve (Table 4), 353 of 436 post-hike survey participants (81%) provided a written response (19% left the question blank). The most common theme identified in responses to this question was discussion of renewal, rebirth, recovery and the beauty of the post-fire environment (coded in 159 responses). Other themes that we identified were commentary on different, interesting or surprising features of the burned landscape (50 responses), descriptions that mixed of positive and negative reactions (28 responses) and descriptions that focused on devastation or negative fire effects (28 responses).

For the question asking participants to expand on their opinions about wildfire in the USA, 257 of 436 post-hike survey participants (59%) provided a written response (41% left the question blank). The most commonly identified theme for this question by far was the idea that fire was natural, necessary or beneficial, with 153 participants touching on this theme (Table 5). In contrast, only 99 responses described negative effects of wildfire. However, most participants who included negative themes also included positive themes as part of a more nuanced response, with a narrative of fire as a ‘necessary evil’ or one that produces both positive and negative effects (78 participants). In some cases, respondents wrote about the mixed effects of wildfire by asserting the benefits and natural role of fire, followed by word choices that seemed to express discomfort or uncertainty reconciling the idea of beneficial fire with the damage and destruction caused by fire. We referred to this subtle theme as ‘qualms’, recorded in 31 responses.

**Discussion**

Our first aim of this study was to learn how familiar hikers at Stebbins were with selected wildfire-related topics and how they perceived wildfire and its effects. By combining Likert-type questions with open-ended questions, we were able to identify patterns across our participants’ responses and explore what might be driving these patterns.
We found that the majority of participants were familiar with prescribed fire, fire use, fire suppression and plant and animal responses to fire. The open-ended responses backed up these patterns: 153 participants wrote about the natural role of fire and its benefits to plants and ecosystems and 60 participants wrote about fire management needing improvement, with 44 discussing the role of fire suppression, demonstrating their prior knowledge of these topics. Fewer participants were familiar with topics that suggested a particular environment or location;
more than half of the participants did not think they knew what chaparral ecology was and few assessed their own familiarity with California fire regimes or fire history as something they could discuss in any depth. Not only do people rate their familiarity with locally relevant fire topics at a low level, but the narratives that emerged from open-response questions overwhelmingly reflected a familiarity with wildfire in California forests and not with the shrublands and woodlands that make up the Stebbins and coast range landscape.

Responses emphasising fire as ‘natural and necessary’ and criticising fire suppression were common. These narratives apply more to fire in forested landscapes than to those in shrublands. Although fire has been part of chaparral landscapes such as Stebbins for thousands of years, humans have driven much of that fire activity (Keeley 2002; Greene and Huntzinger 2004). The Wragg Fire itself was sparked by a vehicle and burned less than 30 years after the last fire at the site (California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection 2017), an interval well within the historical range of variability for this region (Keeley 2005). That may not be what commenters had in mind when they used the phrase ‘natural’. In some situations, people may misinterpret a landscape as the result of nature alone rather than direct management or other human causes (Hull et al. 2001) and this could be the case for the hikers at Stebbins. The dominance of these forest-focused narratives may make it more difficult for people to understand their local landscapes and the best management approaches for different ecosystem types.

Perceptions of fire effects and fire in the USA

We found that perceptions of fire effects and fire in the USA were highly variable and sometimes complex. Mean ratings of the Wragg Fire’s effects on the reserve were mostly neutral or mixed: 28 participants described a mix of good and bad effects of the fire at Stebbins and 78 participants described mixed feelings about wildfire in the USA; 31 participants expressed the idea that fire was ‘supposed to be good’, but that they had difficulty reconciling this knowledge of a natural role for fire with its destruction (what we called the ‘qualms narrative’). We distinguish this idea from recognising that fire can have positive and negative effects. These participants used wording that conveyed uncertainty, discomfort or distrust in the idea that fire is natural, necessary or good. Though we classified only 12% of responses to this question under this theme, and it is an intriguing rather than conclusive finding, we highlight this idea because of its implications for fire management if such a sentiment is more widespread than a brief survey question might reveal. The wording of these responses suggested that even those who have been exposed to the concept of ‘good fire’ can still be quite wary of the idea. Getting full buy-in for activities such as prescribed fire and managed wildfire may require more careful attention to the complex emotions of discomfort and distrust as expressed by these participants.

Our second aim was to investigate whether hiking in a recently burned area influenced of fire and its effects on the landscape. Although there were no significant differences in how hikers perceived fire effects on plants, animals or soil and water, our study suggested that hiking in a burned landscape positively affected the hikers themselves by providing a surprising and interesting hiking experience.

Influence of hiking on fire and fire effects

We found only limited evidence that hiking in a burned area could effect change in perceptions of wildfire’s effects and of wildfire in the USA, with non-significant differences in mean perception ratings for most topics. This may be in part the result of positive changes cancelling out negative ones; many hikers did rate fire effects differently after the hike, but not in any consistent way. The transition matrices suggest a scenario where interacting in a burned landscape has the strongest effects on those who come in with a negative impression of fire and its effects; seeing the landscape in recovery may prompt these hikers to recognise some ecological benefits of fire or at least observe the resilience of nature. In contrast, those who already rate fire effects as positive are unlikely to see fire as more positive in a burned landscape.

Positive experiences in recovering landscapes

The one topic where there was a large and significant difference between pre- and post-hike responses was the fire’s influence on the hiking experience, with the proportion of participants giving a positive rating more than twice as high in the post-hike group as in the pre-hike group (34% and 15% respectively).

This shift is reflected in the written descriptions of the environment and overall experience, with several hikers describing being pleasantly surprised by the quickly regrowing landscape. Although participants frequently described the burned plants, and occasionally used words such as ‘devastated’ or lamented logistical difficulties and poison oak, the most common sentiment was that the burned landscape was an interesting place to watch nature recover, where the familiar became new and where post-fire wildflowers combined with sweeping views to create a beautiful landscape.

These findings are consistent with other research on post-wildfire recreation. Though wildfires generally reduce visitor numbers to recreation sites (Bawa 2017; Kim and Jakus 2019), there are many cases where fire has positively affected numbers or visitors’ experience (Schroeder and Schneider 2010; Brown et al. 2008). Wildfire effects on recreation change over the timeline of recovery (Englin et al. 2001), with a spike for novelty in the years after fire. Visitor type and site features can lead to higher trip demand in post-wildfire conditions (Bawa 2017). Stebbins has several features identified by Bawa as indicators of higher demand for burned-area trips, including young users and users belonging to environmental groups, as well as sweeping landscape views, a feature frequently noted by survey respondents at Stebbins. However, our results differ from those in several of these studies in that many visitors to Stebbins who came away with a positive experience did not expect this to be the case; they were pleasantly surprised by what they found, despite familiarity with fire’s role in the natural landscape.

Study Limitations

The scope of our results is that of a case study of one fire, where hikers volunteered to participate and were not randomly selected. Our aim of assessing participants before and after a casual hike also required that the survey itself be short, limiting our information on participant backgrounds in the sample.
In addition, many participants only completed a before or after survey and not both. We chose to report unmatched data from these participants for some sections because we felt that it would give a more complete picture of the hikers at Stebbins. The trade-off is that the results actually considered three different but overlapping groups of hikers: those who completed a pre-hike survey (used for presenting results on familiarity and perceptions), those who completed a post-hike survey (used for results on post-hike perceptions and qualitative responses) and those who did both (used to compare pre-and post-hike perceptions). Although these groups had considerable overlap, they did not have the same composition and caution should be taken in comparing these results (e.g. perhaps the group that completed both surveys is more interested in science).

Therefore, our aim is not to generalise but to give an example of hiker perceptions of fire in a context with several elements underrepresented in the relevant literature: a shrubland-woodland ecosystem rather than a forested one; hikers rather than homeowners; and both quantitative and qualitative survey questions. Together, we find in these results a few consistent patterns: familiarity with forest-focused fire narratives, mixed perceptions of fire and positive hiking experiences in a burn area. We hope that future research will explore the themes that we found via more in-depth interviews or surveys and with attention to demographics.

Conclusions

1. Consistent with prior work on the perceptions of wildfire, we found that most people who interact with fire-prone landscapes have a basic understanding of wildfire topics, especially prescribed fire and the ecological role of wildfire. However, our results also suggested that general understanding of fire ecology or even support for fire suppression alternatives may be complex underlying feelings about wildfire and its effects and or local understanding of system-specific fire history.

2. Although there is limited evidence from this case study that hiking in a burned landscape changes how an individual perceives fire as positive or negative, we did find that hiking in a burned landscape was influential, reflected in hikers reporting overwhelmingly positive experiences, which was often surprising to the hikers themselves. This pattern suggests that hikes in burned areas may benefit people who live in fire-prone areas and could serve as a vehicle to engage people in fire ecology and their local landscapes.
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